CITGO has always offered Good Gas. Guaranteed. And we know that a quality gasoline message goes a long way to increase your sales and volume. That’s why we’re revved up to promote this message in our Wave 1 POP.

TriCLEAN gasoline—available only at CITGO and in all gasoline grades—is designed to keep fuel injectors and intake valves clean, and emissions to a minimum. So your engine avoids performance-robbing deposits and runs smoothly.
**TriCLEAN FAQ**

1. **What is TriCLEAN gasoline?**
   TriCLEAN gasoline is an enhanced, custom-blended fuel that includes more nitrogen cleaning agents to keep vital engine parts clean for a smoother running engine that maximizes mileage and minimizes emissions. TriCLEAN gasoline:
   - Meets or exceeds Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements.
   - Is designed to help maintain intake valve cleanliness to avoid hesitation and poor drivability.
   - Is designed to help maintain fuel injector cleanliness to avoid rough idle, poor drivability, loss of power and increased emissions.
   - Is designed to help prevent performance-robbing valve deposits as compared to inferior gasoline.
   - Contains more nitrogen cleaning agents.
   - Maximizes mileage while minimizing exhaust emissions.
   The performance TriCLEAN gasoline provides is consistent at any CITGO location.

2. **Why is quality gasoline important to consumers?**
   Our research shows that quality gasoline is one of the top four reasons for purchase among many consumers. Additionally, our research shows that efforts to tout our quality gasoline have improved perceived quality among consumers.

3. **Is TriCLEAN available in all grades?**
   Yes. All CITGO gasoline grades contain more cleaning agents than before.

4. **What information supports the claim data provided in question 1?**
   Our gasoline additive supplier conducted engine tests with four sources of CITGO gasoline to determine engine cleanliness and response to detergent additives. CITGO determined the additive dosage for each gasoline to provide the desired level of engine cleanliness. CITGO gasoline is:
   - Custom blended.
   - Tailored for diverse regions.

5. **Why do we call it TriCLEAN?**
   We call our enhanced quality gasoline TriCLEAN, because it helps:
   1. Clean fuel injectors.
   2. Clean intake valves.
   3. Lower emissions.

6. **Are there any other materials available—outside of the POP—that I can use to promote TriCLEAN at my location?**
   Consumer FAQ pamphlets are available upon request. Please contact your CITGO gasoline supplier. Additionally, if your retail location has a website or Facebook page, you can download our digital ad on MarketNet by following this path: *Advertising and PR >> Advertising Support*. Click on the link found in the Facebook Cover Photos story (at the top of the page) and right click on the TriCLEAN image you prefer.